


photo of prehistoric mammals.
voiceover about mammals flourishing
aer dinosaurs, the difference between
egg-laying reples vs. placental
mammals

oliver interview about how babies
have an umbilical cord in the womb

cut to photo of doctor cu ng
umbilical cord while oliver talks
about it

cut back to him finishing story show photo of elderly person,
dissolve to a kid-drawing of an
old person. Voiceover by Oliver
starts talking about people ge ng
to be 1 million years old

cut to oliver sll talking about
ge ng old and dying



photo or video clip of cats while
interview is talking about how
long cats live

cut back to oliver saying how long
cats live

photo or clip art of human life
stages, from birth to old age. 
oliver starts talking about ages
(0=inside belly, 1=baby)

cut to him finishing talking about
being bigger than me when he’s 
1,000 years old

kid-drawing of being an adult, while
I voiceover something about not
living to 1,000 but if we did we might
have enough me to figure out what
we really want to do with our lives

interview about what to do aer
kindergarten, and as an adult



photo or video of kids (or oliver)
playing, while oliver sll talks
about doing what he wants to do
(4:52)

“how are you going to get money?”
while video of people buying things
and exchanging money

cut back to oliver answering
quesons. 5:06

5:23. oliver voiceover of what boys
like to buy, footage of toy stores

cut back to oliver answering
“most fun” when asked if toys
are most important or most fun,
and talking about doing work

photo of people at their jobs



“what can we buy that is 
important to survive?”

“how are you going to make 
money?”

“get a job and do work”. photo
of paycheck

cut to footage at 6:28 explaining
how he’ll sll want to play when
he’s an adult

footage of adults playing video
games while oliver explains that
grown ups like to play somemes

footage of an adult building a Lego
sculpture while at 7:11 I say he can
sll play Legos and games

cut back to oliver
at 7:24 asking to play

graphic showing the main points we learned
about life on earth according to oliver
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